Gene duplication and mobile genetic elements in the morning glories.
We review gene duplication and subsequent structural and functional divergence in the anthocyanin biosynthesis genes in the Japanese and common morning glories and discuss their evolutionary implications. These plants appear to contain at least six copies of the CHS gene and three tandem copies of the DFR gene. Of these, the CHS-D and DFR-B genes are mainly responsible for flower pigmentation and mutations in these genes confer white flowers. We compared the genomic sequences of these duplicated genes between the two morning glories and found small mobile element-like sequences (MELSs) and direct repeats (DRs) in introns and intergenic regions. The results indicate that the MELS elements and DRs play significant roles in divergence after gene duplication. We also discuss DNA rearrangements occurring before and after speciation of these morning glories. DNA transposable elements belonging to the Ac/Ds or En/Spm families have acted as major spontaneous mutagens in these morning glories. We also describe the structural features of the first Mu-related element found in the morning glories and polymorphisms found in the same species.